Manitou Trading Company to Showcase New Mexican Mole Sauce Starters at 2019
Winter Fancy Food Show
Visit Manitou Trading Company, a brand of Woodland Foods, at Booth #3341 January 13‐15,
2019 at the Winter Fancy Food Show, Moscone Center, San Francisco, CA.
WAUKEGAN, IL (December 28, 2018) — Authentic global flavors are a top food trend for
2019, according to a recent article by the Specialty Food Association. Thanks to social
media, the popularity of globally‐inspired street food, and a rise in the number of Americans
traveling internationally, consumers are eager to try authentic, regionally‐specific dishes
and cuisines.
Since 2013, Manitou Trading Company has offered globally‐inspired Spice Blends, Sauce
Starters, and Whole Grain Fusions designed to give home chefs a fun, easy way to cook
trendy dishes at home. Now, just in time for the 2019 Winter Fancy Food Show, the brand is
proud to debut four Mexican Mole Sauce Starters inspired by the regional flavors of Mexico.
Each gluten and dairy‐free sauce starter requires just water and a few minutes to prepare.
The sauces, which will be offered as samples during the 2019 Winter Fancy Food Show,
include:
Oaxacan Mole Negro: One of the seven traditional moles of Oaxaca, Mexico, Mole Negro
Sauce Starter features a rich blend of spicy dried chiles, ground almonds, warm and savory
spices, and plenty of bittersweet dark chocolate.
Oaxacan Mole Amarillo: Mole Amarillo takes its name from aji amarillo, the hot yellow
chile pepper that gives the sauce its unique color and flavor. A delicate blend of tomato,
onion, garlic, herbs and chiles, Mole Amarillo is delicious with a wide array of proteins.
Pipian Mole Verde: Pipian is the Spanish word for “pumpkin seed,” a key element in this
bright, aromatic Mole Verde Sauce Starter bursting with flavor thanks to a blend of mild
green chiles, onion, garlic, spices, and nutty ground hemp seeds.
Manchamanteles Chile‐Fruit Mole: This sweet, spicy mole gets its heat from a blend of
chiles and its sweetness from fruity pineapple. Tomato, savory aromatics, herbs and a hint
of cinnamon round out the sauce’s flavor while ground almonds a creamy, satisfying
texture.
“People want to make the foods they’ve seen online or tried in restaurants, but might not
always know how,” said Chef Jeffrey Troiola, Head of Product Development for Manitou.
“Our Sauce Starters are crafted to be approachable, easy‐to‐use, and authentic. They’re
developed with the busy home cook in mind.”
Also debuting at the show will be three new additions to Manitou’s Global Spice Blends line,
each inspired by a different African dish. With more exciting new releases on the horizon,
Manitou Trading Company invites you to stop by booth #3341 at the Winter Fancy Food
Show to learn more about trending flavors of the world, and discover the brand’s entire line
of globally‐inspired ingredients.

###
ABOUT MANITOU TRADING COMPANY
Manitou Trading Company®, a brand of Woodland Foods, is committed to seeking out high‐
quality natural ingredients to provide unique, globally‐inspired food experiences with chef‐
crafted Spice Blends, Sauce Starters, Organic Whole Grain Fusions, and more. We work
directly with growers around the world to bring trending flavors to your table. To learn
more about the entire line of ingredients from Manitou Trading Company, call us at (847)
693‐7573, contact us at support@manitoutradingcompany.com or find us online at
www.manitoutrading.com.

